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Let our experts lead the way
to globalization

.: Open 24
hours a day

In today´s global marketplace, communication with overseas customers, partners, suppliers and
colleagues is essential. Whilst English is indeed a global language, it has been proven that localized
material is much better received by potential customers even if they are proficient in English.

DutchTrans´s extensive track record in the
provision of business to business translation
services will ensure that your multi language
communication is of the highest standard.
Our global network of linguists with live interaction
enables us to offer fast turnaround and high quality translations in over 100 languages and in a wide
range of fields: technical, medical, legal, financial.
All our translators undergo a rigorous selection procedure and are assessed on a regular basis to ensure
that their skills and knowledge are up-to-date. In addition they work only in subjects which match their
qualifications and experience. Through our special
live system even those selected translators can see
your text in advance before starting on your job.

This guarantees that the tone, style and terminology of the translation are appropriate for the target
market. Our project managers, experienced in multi languages projects, will assess your requirement
free of charge, select the most appropriate translator and ensure that your job is completed on time.
Let us get you further..!
AHJ Huisman
CEO, Dutchtrans

Why are we different and what are our strong
points to work with dutchtrans?

• Extensive global network of translators;
• ISO qualified company;
• Very competitive prices, save 25% to 50% on your
anual translation budget,
• One fixed rate for all languages;
• Very efficient project management;
• NO RUSH rates;
• NO WEEKEND rates;
• Discounts on high volume projects;
• Special software to keep track of your projects.

translation tools to save on your translation
budget

Trados translation memory software allows
us to translate large volumes of text more
quickly or update your annual brochure while
guaranteeing consistency of expression and
terminology. If you have specific terminology
within your company please let us know. This
is very important in the delivery of a qualified
translation. If there is no terminology list available, we can produce one which will be used
for your other translation projects.
Using Trados for your translation projects
could save you a lot of money on your translation budget.

quality assurance
reports
Quality assurance reports
are important to ensure
you receive a perfect
translation!
In all our Translation projects there are always
two linguists involved, one translator and one
proofreader who checks the quality of the translator’s work. At the end, before delivery to you
as the customer, a quality check is performed
to ensure that you receive a perfect translation. If errors are found, they will be corrected.
With the delivery of your translation, you
will also receive a quality assurance report to
show there are no inconsistencies, missed terminology, double spaces and much much
more. In this way, we can assure our quality.”

2,500 translators with a live connection

“thank you for your fast delivery”

live service, fast
reply!

24 hours a day
available

What our clients
say

With our special project management software, we are
able to have a live connection
with more then 2,500 translators around the globe. In
this way we can immediately answer any small translation questions you may have!

We run three project managers teams in order to help you
with your translation projects
24 hours a day. So even when
your office is sleeping we work!

“It’s a great service, fast reliable and even when it is
late in the evening, they can
help me deliver the translation the next morning.”

On every project there is a native translator
and a second native translator assigned to
your project!

“amazing, a translation service company open 24 hours a
day”

There is no language that we
can not handle
African
Akan
Albanian
Amharic
Arabic
Armenian
Assamese
Assyrian
Azeri
Bahasa Indonezian
Baluchi
Bengali
Bislama
Bosnian
Brunei
Bulgarian
Burmese
Byleorussian
Chaldean
Chinese Cantonese
Chinese Mandarin

100%

Cook Is Maori
Croatian
Czech
Danish
Dari
Dutch
English
Estonian
Farsi
Fijian
Filippino
Finnish
French
German
Greek
Guarani
Gujarati
Hebrew
Hindi
Hungarian
Ikiribati

Irish Gaelic
Italian
Japanese
Javanese
Kannada
Kashmiri
Khmer
Kikuyu
Konkani
Korean
Kurdish
Laotian
Latvian
Lezgin
Lithuanian
Macedonian
Madurese
Malay
Malayam
Maltese
Manipari

Masai
Nauruan
Nepali
Niuen
Norwegian
Nuristani
Pashaii
Pashtu
Persian
Pidgin
Polish
Portugese
Punjabi
Pushtu
Romanian
Russian
Samoan
Serbian
Shone
Sindhi
Sinhalese

Your language not on the list?
Just ask us

“Of course, we know that deadlines are hard and serious. When we accept a project, we will confirm the
delivery schedule to you in advance. That deadline
is fixed, and we will do everything we can to deliver
that project to you on-time. In situations out of our
control, such a translator’s computer crashing, unforeseen illness or other serious circumstances, we
will contact you immediately to discuss the issue
and solve the problem ASAP. According to our calculations, 99% of our projects are delivered on-time!!”

Slovak
Slovene
Slovenian
Somali
Spanish
Sudanese
Swahili
Swedish
Taglog
Tamil
Tavaluan
Tetum
Thai
Tongan
Turkish
Turkmani
Ukrainian
Urdu
Uzbeki
Vietnamese

LIVE CONNECT WITH OUR TRANSLATORS
We are different from all the other translation agencies. Especially for our clients, we
have developed a software application called TranWise Client that allows you to easily
manage your quote requests, projects and invoices. You can very easily create a quote
request by completing all the details that we need to know. Our project managers will
receive it the second you send it and will send you back information about the best
price we can offer. You also have a list with all your quote requests and their status.

“WE LOVE OUR WORK, WE KNOW WHAT THE WORD
SERVICE MEANS AND WE WILL ALWAYS TAKE EVERY
TRANSLATION PROJECT SERIOUSLY”

99%

“99% OF YOUR TRANSLATION PROJECTS DELIVERED
ON-TIME!”

All our projects are handles in tailor made project
management software. You will receive always
an update by email regarding your translation
project’s status.

Email Your
Document

You Recieve
A Quote

After Accepting,
we start working
on your project

.:oUR TRANSLATION PROCESS

You Receive All
The Details and
Info by Email

On Scheduled Day
Receive info About
Delivery

You Receive
the Translated
Project by Email
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